COMPASS measurements of the gluon polarisation in nucleon, ∆G/G, are reviewed. Two different approaches based on tagging the Photon Gluon Fusion process are described. They rely on the open charm meson or high-pT hadron pairs detection. The obtained results are: −0.57 ± 0.41 (stat.) ± 0.17 (syst.) for the open charm, 0.06 ± 0.31 (stat.) ± 0.06 (syst.) and 0.016 ± 0.058 (stat.) ± 0.055 (syst.) for high-pT for Q 2 < 1 (GeV/c) 2 and Q 2 > 1 (GeV/c) 2 regimes, respectively.
Introduction
In the framework of QCD the nucleon spin can be decomposed into four contributions: from quarks -∆Σ, from gluons -∆G and from angular momenta of quarks and gluons -L q and L g :
where µ 2 is a scale at which the nucleon is probed. ∆Σ is determined precisely in a QCD fit to the g 1 structure function data and is 0.30±0.01(stat.)±0.02(evol.) at 3 (GeV/c) 2 1 . This method also gives ∆G/G albeit with large uncertainty due to the limited kinematical range of the g 1 measurements. One of the goals of COMPASS is a determination of the ∆G/G quantity. The method relies on tagging the Photon Gluon Fusion (PGF) process with high-p T hadron pairs, a channel studied also by HERMES 2,3 and SMC 4 . In COMPASS also a direct channel based on the PGF tagging with the open charm meson production and decay is used.
The 
Determination of ∆G/G
The analysis is based on the measurement of the cross sections asymmetry of the Photon Gluon Fusion (PGF) interactions with different relative spin orientations of the projectile and of the target nucleon. This asymmetry, A γ * N , is coupled to ∆G/G via:
whereâ LL is the partonic asymmetry, R P GF is the fraction of PGF events in the selected sample and A BG is the background asymmetry. Two methods to extract ∆G are discussed below.
The open charm method
The mass of a charm quark is much larger that of u, d and s quarks. The intrinsic charm content of the nucleon at COMPASS kinematics is negligible. Also the production of the charm quarks in the fragmentation process is highly suppressed. The only reaction that has a significant contribution to the charm production is PGF process. The charmed quarks fragment subsequently into charmed hadrons. The detection and identification of them provides a clear tag for the PGF. The studies rely on the detection of D 0 mesons in their πK decay channel. The mesons are reconstructed by pairing each two charged tracks from a given event and calculating the invariant mass of the system. The signal-to-background ratio is small, of the order of 1:10. Therefore, a second, more exclusive decay channel is studied:
In this channel a cut on the D * mass is imposed and the signal-to-background ratio is increased to approximately 1:1. Each open charm event is characterised by different value ofâ LL . The R P GF , corresponding in the open charm channel to the signal-to-background ratio, is a function of the Kπ invariant mass. Therefore a weighted method of the ∆G/G extraction is applied. Each event is weighted with itsâ LL and R P GF . This requires knowledge of theâ LL on an event-by-event bases. As in the analysis only one charmed meson is required, the reaction kinematics is unknown and theâ LL cannot be calculated. Thus the parameterisation based on the measured kinematical variables is introduced providing the estimation of theâ LL for each event. The parameterisation is obtained using Neural Networks trained on the sample prepared with AROMA generator in LO QCD. The correlation between the generated and reconstructedâ LL is 82%.
The major contributions to the systematic error are listed in Tab 1. The background asymmetry is checked in the signal sidebands, in the wrong charge combinations and by simultaneous fitting the signal and the background asymmetries. The data is divided into subsamples, each containing events recorded in approximate a week long intervals. For each the ∆G/G is calculated. Dispersion of the values is used to estimate the false asymmetries arising from the detector instabilities. The parameter sets in AROMA are varied and a number ofâ LL parameterisations is prepared and used to check the stability of the obtained ∆G/G. Around 300 different fits are used for fitting the signal and the background and the calculation of the R P GF . 
The average fraction of the nucleon momentum carried by the gluon, x g , for the selected sample is 0.15 with RMS of 0.08. The µ 2 is given by the mass of the charm quark and the D 0 meson transverse momentum with respect to photon: µ 2 = 4(m 2 c + p 2 t ) and equal 13 (GeV/c) 2 .
The high-p T method
The high-p T method relies on a sample of PGF events with light quark pair production. With the selection of two high-p T hadrons a fraction of PGF events is enhanced and reaches 30%. The high-p T analysis is performed in two kinematical regimes:
For the high-p T analysis with Q 2 > 1 (GeV/c) 2 the sample contains a large fraction of the Leading Order (γq → q) and QCD-Compton interactions (γq → gq) apart from the PGF. The fraction of the resolved photon processes is assumed to be negligible. The cut x < 0.05 suppresses the Leading Order and QCD-Compton contributions. Thus:
The ratio R P GF is estimated from MC simulation using the LEPTO 6.5.1 generator. About 90% of events containing two high-p T hadrons have Q 2 < 1 (GeV/c) 2 . Here apart from the PGF, Leading Order and QCD-Compton the resolved photon processes have to be taken into account. They contribute to more than 50% of interactions. Three channels involving resolved photon dominate:γ → qq, qg γ → qg, gg γ → gg. The total asymmetry is: 
where the superscript γ denotes the parton distributions describing the resolved photon structure. The fractions of the processes as well as the averageâ LL for each of them are estimated with a MC simulation using PYTHIA 6.2. The large number of parameters not measured directly but estimated from the simulation results in a model dependence of the resulting ∆G/G value. This dependence is encompassed in a systematic error (see also 6 ). 
∆G G = 0.016 ± 0.058 (stat.) ± 0.055 (syst.)
The average x g for the first one is 0.13 with an RMS of 0.08 while for the second one it is 0.095
+0.08
−0.04 . The scale µ 2 , given by the transverse momentum of the outgoing partons with respect to photon, is 3 (GeV/c) 2 for both sets. In Fig. 2 these direct measurements are compared to parameterisation of ∆G(x g ) obtained in a NLO fit to the g 1 data including the new deuteron results 1 . Two solutions for ∆G(x g ) were found, one positive and one negative, both resulting in small |∆G| ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 for µ 2 =3 (GeV/c) 2 . The error band corresponds to the change of χ 2 by unity. With the present precision measurements cannot distinguish between two possible scenarios. However they are in line with a small value of ∆G.
